
All Together Now
Working Together to Create Positive 
Learning Environments for All Children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to All Together Now: Working Together to Create Positive Learning Environments for All Children. My name is (presenter’s name here). I work for (program).As a child care teacher, you play a critical role in creating a positive learning environment and ensuring the success of all children in your care.Before we get started, I wanted to provide you with some information about today’s presentation: If you have any questions during today’s presentation, please don’t hesitate to raise your hand. Please note that we are going to leave some time at the end of the presentation to answer questions, too.CEUs are available for this presentation. I will provide you with a certificate afterwards (either in person or via email).  Throughout this presentation, we’ll use the term parent to represent a child’s parents, caregivers, or any adult involved in the care of a child. 



Objectives

1. Overview of ECI services

2. Typical developmental milestones and 
developmental red flags

3. Strategies for discussing concerns with 
parents 

4. Techniques to create an inclusive 
classroom

5. Strategies for collaborating                           
with an ECI provider

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is designed to provide you with effective strategies to collaborate with parents and Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) providers to improve classroom success for infants and toddlers with developmental delays or disabilities.  Today, we will focus on five areas: Overview of ECI services Typical developmental milestones and identifying developmental red flags Strategies for discussing concerns with parentsTechniques to create an inclusive classroom and strategies for collaborating with an ECI provider 



Early Childhood 
Intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin by looking at Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) services and the ECI coaching approach. An ECI provider is in your classroom to collaborate with you to benefit the child receiving services. Understanding ECI services and the coaching approach will help you get the most from an ECI provider’s visit.  



Welcome to ECI 

• Birth up to 36 months

• Statewide program

• Developmental delays 
or disabilities 

• Provides services in the 
child’s natural 
environment

• Coaching approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Texas Health and Human Services Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) program serves children birth to 36 months with developmental delays or disabilities across the state of Texas.  Services are provided in the child’s natural environment such as a home, child care, or public park.  ECI uses the coaching approach to guide parents and caregivers through strategies to address developmental needs by incorporating learning and skill-building opportunities into the child’s everyday routines and activities.  



ECI Contractors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fiscal year 2019, 60,596 infants, toddlers and their families received ECI services provided by contracted ECI programs serving every county in Texas. ECI contractors may be part of organizations and agencies such as community centers, independent school districts, education service centers, or private nonprofit organizations. 



 Qualifying medical diagnosis 

 Deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) /                 
visual impairment (VI)

 Developmental delay 

Eligibility Determination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone can make a referral to ECI – including a parent, family member, caregiver, friend, child care teacher, doctor, or social worker. Referrals can be made through written referral and documentation by a medical professional, by phone, or through an ECI program’s website. Once a child is referred to ECI, an assessment is completed to determine eligibility. �Eligibility can be determined in one of three ways:A qualifying medical diagnosisDeaf or hard of hearing (DHH) or visual impairment (VI)or developmental delayExamples of qualifying medical diagnoses include:Extremely low birth weight if less than a year oldCerebral Palsyand Downs Syndrome  A child will meet eligibility requirements if there is an auditory or visual impairment as defined by the Texas Education Agency. To determine eligibility based on developmental delay, ECI contractors administer an evaluation tool called the Battelle Developmental Inventory. This comprehensive tool evaluates five developmental domains, or areas of growth, which includes: Motor Communication Cognitive Self-help Social-emotional development



Who Provides Services?
• Licensed professional 

counselors
• Registered dieticians
• Teachers for the 

visually impaired
• Teachers for the deaf 

and hard of hearing

• Early Intervention 
Specialists (EIS)

• Speech-language 
pathologists

• Occupational 
therapists

• Physical therapists
• Social workers
• Nurses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI services are provided by certified and licensed professionals, such as:Early Intervention Specialists (EIS) which is unique to Texas and the only provider type in the state that is permitted to deliver Medicaid reimbursed Specialized Skills Training (SST). SST focuses on supporting developmental domains with an emphasis on strengthening cognitive skills, positive behaviors, and social interactions.  Speech-language pathologistsOccupational and physical therapistsAs well as others on screen 



Array of Services
• Occupational therapy
• Physical therapy
• Speech-language 

therapy
• Specialized Skills 

Training (SST)

• Case management
• Service coordination 
• Counseling
• Services to children 

who are deaf or hard 
of hearing 

• Services to children 
who are visually 
impaired 

• Nutrition services
• Nursing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI providers offer an array of services: Occupational and physical therapy Speech-language therapySpecialized Skills Training (SST)Services to children who are deaf or hard of hearing Services to children who are visually impairedNutrition servicesCounseling Nursing



Coaching Approach
• Joint Planning

• Observation

• Action and Practice

• Feedback 

• Reflection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Texas ECI uses the coaching approach for service delivery. Coaching focuses on guiding teachers through strategies that address developmental needs by incorporating learning and skill-building opportunities into everyday activities. It’s important to be familiar with the five steps of the coaching approach because when an ECI provider visits your classroom, they will use these steps to deliver services. Steps may be repeated throughout a visit, depending on the number of strategies being used: Each visit begins with Joint Planning, when the ECI provider and the teacher discuss what has happened since the last visit and decide together what to focus on for the current visit. During Observation, the ECI provider will ask the teacher to demonstrate strategies they’ve been using.Action/Practice includes the ECI provider offering ideas to refine or expand on current strategies, or work with the teacher to develop and implement new strategies.Feedback occurs throughout coaching, as the ECI provider offers suggestions, modifications, affirmations and support to the teacher while they practice new techniques.Throughout the session, and especially near its conclusion, the ECI provider and teacher will engage in Reflection. They will reflect on how various activities felt, and which seem likely to be the most successful for the child.Just as the session began, each session ends with Joint Planning to discuss what the teacher will practice before the next visit and what to focus on at the next visit. 



The Value of ECI
• Collaboration between child care 

teachers and professionals
• Coordination with other 

community resources
• Increases rate of growth in 

developmental areas
• Reduces need for special 

education 

• Improves nutrition and health

• Decreases incidence of child 
abuse and neglect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI uses the evidence-based practice of coaching to help parents and caregivers incorporate beneficial intervention strategies into a child’s daily routines. Additionally, ECI services promote: collaboration between caregivers and early intervention professionalscoordination with other community resourcesa child’s rate of growth in key developmental areas including:language development social-emotional development independence and adaptive skillsand opportunities to enhance the application and effects of intervention* Studies found that children who participate in high-quality early intervention/early childhood development programs tend to have:Less need for special education and other remedial work.Greater language abilities.Improved nutrition and health.Experienced less child abuse and neglect. **Paying Later – the High Cost of Failing to Invest in Young Children – PEW Center on the States Issue Brief, January 2011*Policy Perspectives: Early Childhood Investment Yields Big Payoff by Robert Lynch, Department of Economics, Washington College*Early Childhood Interventions: Benefits, Costs and Savings – Rand Corporation Research Brief



ECI Program Search Page
citysearch.hhsc.state.tx.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI contractors serve every county in Texas. You can find which contractor provides services in your area by using the ECI Program Search Page on the Texas Health and Human Services website. Search for ECI programs by entering the family’s city, county, or zip code.

https://citysearch.hhsc.state.tx.us/


Typical Developmental 
Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we’ll look at typical developmental milestones and how to identify potential developmental red flags. Every child develops differently and at his or her own pace; this is why there are ranges in typical development. For example: not every child will walk independently at 12 months. As a child care teacher, it is important for you to notice when a child in your care begins to develop a new skill and that you are able to identify if he or she may have a developmental delay. The following slides provide examples of typical developmental milestones that you may see in the children in your care. Again, notice these are listed in age ranges since typical development is independent to the child.  Also, these are just a few examples of milestones as children will have many more. At the end of the presentation, I will provide you with resources that include additional information on developmental milestones. Knowing typical developmental milestones and red flags will help you to identify potential areas of need in your classroom and help you better support the children in your care. 



3-6 Month Old Babies
• Follow moving toys or face
• Startled by loud or new sounds
• Wiggle and kicks legs and arms
• Lift their head and shoulders
• Smile back at family and caregivers
• Make gurgling, cooing, or sucking 

sounds

6-9 Month Old Babies
• Explore toys with hands and mouth
• Roll over
• Squeal and babble different sounds
• Sit up leaning on hands
• Respond to their name
• Enjoy games like ‘peek-a-boo’

Typical Developmental Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s take a look at some of the developmental milestones together.3-6 months old babies:Follow moving toys or faces with their eyesStartled at loud or new sounds Wiggle and kicks their legs and arms Lift their head and shoulders while on their stomachSmile back at family or other caregiversMake sounds like gurgling, cooing, or sucking6–9 months old babies: Explore toys with hands and mouthRoll over front-to-back and back-to-frontSqueal and babbles different sounds Sit by leaning on their handsTurn their head towards voices and responds to their name Know family members or teachers and seeks their attentionEnjoy playing “peek-a-boo”



9-12 Month Old Babies
• Copy hand movements 
• Pick up items with their thumb and 

fingers
• Crawl on hands and knees
• Sit without help
• Repeat sounds like “baba,” “dada,” and 

“mama”

12-15 Month Old Babies
• Pull themselves up to a standing position
• Walk by holding onto furniture
• Drink from a cup with help
• Wave bye-bye
• Say “mama” and “dada” and at least     

one other word
• Point to objects they want
• Can find a toy hidden under an object

Typical Developmental Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9–12 month old babies: Copy hand movements like “patty cake,” or “bye-bye”Pick up small things with their thumb and a fingerMove toys from one hand to the other handCrawl on hands and kneesSit without helpRepeat sounds like “baba,” “dada,” and “mama”Cry when their mother or father leaves12-15 month old babies:Pull themselves up to a standing positionWalk by holding onto furnitureDrink from a cup with your helpWave bye-byeSay “mama” and “dada” and one other wordPoint to objects they wantCan find a toy hidden under an object



15-18 Month Old Babies

18-21 Month Old Toddlers

• Look at pictures in a book
• Use at least three words
• Hold a crayon in their fist
• Hand toys to you when asked
• Point to pictures or objects you name
• Walk without help
• Dump contents out of a box

• Like to pull and push things while walking
• Use pointing and words together 
• Feed themselves with their fingers
• Can point to one body part when asked
• Use at least ten words
• Pull off shoes and socks

Typical Developmental Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15-18 month old babies:Like to look at pictures in a bookUse at least three words besides “mama” and “dada”Hold a crayon in their fistHand toys to you when askedPoint to pictures or objects you nameWalk without helpDump contents out of a box18–21 month old toddlers: Like to pull and push things while walkingUse pointing and words together to tell you what they wantFeed themselves with their fingersCan point to one body part when askedUse at least 10 words and repeat words they hearPull off shoes and socks



21-24 Month Old Toddlers

24-30 Month Old Toddlers

• Point and uses words to get your attention
• Like to pretend-play (talk on toy phone)
• Put together a two or three piece picture 

puzzle
• Say “No” frequently
• Like to copy what others do

• Use two or more words together
• Use and understand at least 50 words
• Feed themselves with a spoon
• Enjoy being around other toddlers 
• Show affection to family members 

and pets
• Run short distances without falling
• Show multiple feelings (joy, anger, etc.)

Typical Developmental Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
21–24 month old toddlers: Point and uses words to get your attentionLike to pretend-play (talk on toy phone)Put together a two or three piece picture puzzle Like to throw balls	Able to entertain self without needing constant attention Say “No” a lotLike to copy what others do24–30 month old toddlers:Use two to three words together, like “No, Mommy” or “More cookies”Use and understand at least 50 wordsFeed themselves with a spoonEnjoy being around and watching other toddlers Show affection to family members and petsRun short distances without fallingEngage in pretend play with more than one step (Feed a doll, then pat and hug it.)Show multiple feelings (joy, anger, sadness)



30-36 Month Old Toddlers
• Throw a ball overhand
• Comfort another child who is 

crying
• Walk on tiptoes at times
• Combine two ideas in a sentence
• Ask for help when needed
• Combine two toys in pretend 

play 
• Use at least 100 words

Typical Developmental Milestones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30–36 month old toddlers: Throw a ball overhandComfort another child who is cryingWalk on tiptoes at timesCombine two ideas in a sentence (“I want an apple and a banana.”)Help clean upAsk for help when neededCombine two toys in pretend play (Uses a stuffed bear as the driver of a toy car) Use at least 100 words



Developmental 
Red Flags: Baby
0-18 months 
• Cannot bend arms or legs   

• Does not smile, move or look at 
you when you speak 

• Does not make sounds by 
three months

• Does not babble by six months

• Uses no words by 12 months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next few slides, we will review red flags that are grouped into age ranges.  These are just a few to be aware of when observing children in your classroom. If a baby, infant or toddler shows one or more of these red flags, it doesn’t necessarily mean the child will end up with a developmental delay or disability, but it is something to be aware of and if the red flag persists or the child’s development is falling behind that of other children, this may be the time to have a parent-teacher meeting. Baby 0–18 months:Cannot bend arms or legsDoes not smile, move or look at you when you talk or play with her or himDoes not want to be heldDoes not make sounds by three monthsDoes not babble by six monthsUses no words by 12 months



Developmental 
Red Flags: Toddler

18-36 Months

• Has tantrum that last 20 minutes or 
longer

• Frequently and intentionally hurt or 
bite others

• Does not look at you when you call 
his or her name

• Does not play with toys
• Flaps hands, rocks or sways 

consistently 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toddlers 18-36 months:Has tantrum that last 20 minutes or longerBreak things on purposeFrequently and intentionally hurt or bite othersDoes not look at you when you call his or her nameDoes not play with toysFlap hands, rocks, or sway consistently Do not point at objects he or she wants



Developmental 
Red Flags: Any Age

0-36 months
• Fusses or cries a lot, even when 

not tired or hungry

• Has trouble falling asleep or 
staying asleep

• Does not notice people 

• Unhappy most of the time

• Loss of speech, babbling, 
or social skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any age 0-36 months:Fusses or cries a lot, even when not tired or hungryHas trouble falling asleep or staying asleepDoes not notice people Unhappy most of the timeLoss of speech, babbling, or social skillsSome of these behaviors are expected to happen occasionally for younger infants and toddlers. If the behavior persists, it should be considered a red flag. 



Discussing Concerns 
with Parents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we’ll look at strategies for discussing developmental concerns with parents. Strategies in this section include observing and documenting concerning behavior, considering cultural differences, and techniques for setting up a successful parent-teacher meeting.It’s important to understand strategies for discussing concerns with parents because it can potentially be a sensitive conversation. As a child care teacher, you are often the first to notice a developmental red flag and your ability to have a conversation about your concerns will ensure the child receives services they need. 



Documentation Tips

Observe a variety 
of activities

Record dataTime period

Include objective 
notes

Be specific Collaborate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having thorough documentation of your observations will help you communicate your concerns to parents. Discussing and comparing observed behavior to typical developmental benchmarks helps parents reflect on their child’s behavior. To create effective documentation, follow these steps:Observe and document the behavior across a variety of activities. Documenting the behavior across a variety of activities will demonstrate that the behavior occurs in multiple settings and situations and how it impacts the child’s ability to learn.Observe and document the child’s behavior over an extended time period. Documenting behavior over a period of time will illustrate that the behavior is ongoing and not the result of an off-day or series of off-days. Record the day of the week, time of day and activity the child is engaged in during the observation. This will help you establish a pattern of behavior, and identify whether the parent may have had a similar experience with the child. Keep your notes about the behavior objective. Objective notes describe the behavior in a straightforward manner without opinion. For example, “Billy hit Theodore when he wouldn’t give him a turn on the swing” is objective whereas “Billy hit Theodore because he was angry that he wouldn’t share the swing” assumes Billy was angry. Be specific about what you have observed. Specificity adds detail that may help a parent understand the behavior and its effects on the child. Do not use slang or jargon that the parent may not understand. If several teachers work with the child throughout the day, be sure to collaborate with them on your documentation.



Cultural Awareness 

Culture and social 
preferences 

Ask about 
preferences 

Unique set of 
values and beliefs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to consider a family’s cultural preferences when you’re observing and documenting a child’s behavior. As a child care teacher, you may be aware of some of the differences between family’s cultural preferences. For example, some families may not want their child using utensils to eat, others may have unique sleeping expectations, and some may prefer to toilet train at a later age.Families come from a variety of backgrounds, cultures, religions, and compositions. Each includes its own unique set of values and beliefs. Cultural competency is the ability to honor and respect the language, beliefs, interpersonal styles and traditions of others. When discussing a concern or possible delay with parents, keep the family’s culture and social preferences in mind. It’s always a good idea to ask about a family’s preference if you are unsure.



How to Raise Concerns
with Families 

Choose a time Prepare 
documentation

Keep it confidential

Provide information Make copies Give it time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have documented a behavior and considered cultural preferences, you may want to schedule a time to discuss your concerns with the child’s parents. Even though initiating a conversation with parents may be difficult, it’s the first step to helping the child. Follow these steps to set up and host a productive parent-teacher meeting: Choose a time, other than drop-off or pickup, when everyone can sit down and there is plenty of time to talk. This will eliminate the feeling of being rushed or the concern that other parents may overhear the conversation.  Meet in a comfortable and private setting. This type of setting will help participants feel at ease and encourage them to open up. Prepare documentation that is objective and nonjudgmental. Include the notes you’ve created and other teachers as appropriate. Have information on child development and typical milestones available for parents to keep. ECI has a variety of free informational materials related to early childhood development that can be ordered from their website. I will provide you with a link to the website at the end of this presentation. Make a copy of your documentation so that parents can follow along with your notes during the meeting and take it home. Include your notes about the child, a list of helpful organizations and contacts, and phone numbers to call for early intervention services. Allow time to process the information discussed. Some parents may be open to the idea that their child needs additional services, while others may need time to discuss it privately before deciding on how to proceed. There’s no wrong way for parents to respond to your observations -- your main goal is to present the information to them. 



Case Study
Tobias:

• 26 months
• No words 
• Will not sit during 

circle time
• ‘Handsy’ with other 

children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenters You can use the Case Study learning checks in a variety of ways:Discuss the case study as a groupAsk participants to break into smaller groups of two or three, then reconvene to discuss answers as a larger groupLead discussion on a variety of solutionsA 26-month-old boy, Tobias, is not able to use words to tell teachers what he wants. They report concerns with him not sitting for circle time. He is very active and will often run into other children or become “handsy” with them.  What strategies could Tobias’ teachers use to help him communicate his wants and improve his “sitting time” behavior? Conclusion: After observing the class, strategies suggested were to give Tobias a specific item for sitting in circle, such as a colored mat or rubber sensory cushion, to help give him a visual cue when it is “sitting time.” Also, teachers report that he fidgets with the Velcro on his shoes during circle time and distracts the other children. Tobias’ Early Intervention provider suggests giving him a fidget toy to keep his hands busy. Sensory squeezes were recommended to help keep his body calm and keep his hands off of other children. The early intervention provider returned a month later, and Tobias was able to sit in circle time for seven to nine minutes at a time without putting his hands on other children. Teachers report that the rubber cushion has helped, and he knows to go sit on it when it is “sitting time.” Teachers did report that the other children were now fidgeting with their shoes. The early intervention provider explained that these strategies can be used with all children.



Collaborating 
with an ECI Provider

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI services in the classroom are comprehensive and depend on the child care teacher’s participation. Collaborating with an ECI provider is beneficial for teachers because they will assist you with developing strategies to support the child receiving services. In this section, we’ll discuss strategies for collaborating with an ECI provider in your classroom. 



Collaborating with 
an ECI Provider

Collaboration tips: 

• Explain classroom 
routines

• Set up time when you 
can participate 

• Discuss behavior and 
accommodations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few strategies to collaborate with an ECI provider in your classroom include:Help ECI providers understand classroom routines. This will allow them to set up their visits for appropriate times and helps them plan strategies that work within regular classroom activities and routines. It is important for you to let the ECI provider know if there are times when it will be easier for you to participate in a visit. For example, are there times when there are more teachers in the classroom? Or specific activities when other children may be more self-sufficient? Let the ECI provider know if there are certain times that are not good for a visit, too. Discuss the child’s behaviors with the ECI provider. Consider how the child reacts to environmental triggers like noises or people getting too close too quickly and strategies you’ve used to address their behavior. Discuss accommodations you’ve used to avoid the triggers. The ECI provider will work with you on addressing behaviors, strategies, and accommodations to help the child be successful.



Include other children

• Observing and modeling

• Build social-emotional skills
• Aid in classroom 

management  

Collaborating with 
an ECI Provider

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Help the ECI provider find ways to involve other children into the activities planned for the child they are serving. This can help with the social-emotional skills of all the children in the classroom and can aid with classroom management. Children learn through watching peers and modeling. For example, if the child is working on a food based skill, allow other children to model the desired behavior so the child receiving services can mimic their peers.



Participating in the 
ECI  Visit 
• Request a demonstration 

• Ask questions

• Practice with the provider
• Ask the provider to write 

down strategy steps
• Use the strategies 

throughout the week
• Provide feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the teacher in the classroom, it’s important that you participate in the ECI visit. A few strategies you can use to get the most out of your ECI visit include:Ask for repeat demonstration of strategies, if necessary.Ask questions. How can the strategy be implemented into other routines or activities? How will this strategy improve the child’s development? The ECI provider is there to collaborate with you, so ask as many questions as necessary to help you and the child get the most from  the strategy the provider is asking you to use. Practice the strategies with the service provider. This is crucial to ensure you can perform the strategy correctly once the ECI provider leaves. Ask the service provider to write down the steps to the strategy. Refer to the notes throughout the week, as needed.Use the strategy as often as possible throughout the week. When the service provider returns, provide feedback about how the child responded to the strategies and whether you implemented modifications, or you think a modification is needed. 



• Speak up if you have a 
concern 

• Discuss concerns with 
the ECI provider, your 
director, or the child’s 
parents, as appropriate 

• Inform your director/ECI 
program’s contact person 

Addressing 
Concerns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the child care teacher, it’s important for you to ask questions or address any concerns you may have. Remember, the ECI provider is there to collaborate with you, so they will be open to questions or concerns.  Additionally, some children may have multiple ECI providers and coordinating with all of them can be difficult. Providers may have different expectations for the child, the classroom, or the teacher. This is compounded if more than one child in the classroom is receiving ECI services. Speak up about concerns you have with any of the strategies being provided. It’s important to let the provider know if a strategy isn’t working or you are struggling to implement it. If you have concerns about the child, such as behavior problems or developmental delays that you feel are not being addressed, talk to the ECI provider, your director, and the child’s parents.If an ECI provider is not respectful of classroom routines, speak with your director and the ECI program’s contact person. 



• Demonstrate strategies for 
parents

• Document information 
in shared notebook

• Celebrate progress

• Inform parents of                     
your concerns

Keeping Parents 
Informed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You, the child’s parents, and the ECI provider are a team. It’s important to keep the parents informed of new strategies, changes to strategies being used, and the child’s progress. A few tips for keeping parents informed include:Demonstrate the strategies the ECI provider used for the parents. Discuss with them which strategies seem most effective.Keep a notebook to document progress and provide updates to parents and ECI providers. If the ECI provider left a progress note for the parent, make sure they receive it.Celebrate progress. Parents may not always see the gradual and positive changes in their child, particularly if they are comparing their child to typically developing children. Highlight that progress and those successes for the parent.Inform parents of concerns you have regarding the child, the ECI provider, or any strategies that don’t seem helpful.



Case Study 

George Michael:

• 32 months old

• Difficulty following 
directions 

• Throwing toys and 
running away

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenters:You can use the Case Study learning checks in a variety of ways:Discuss the case study as a groupAsk participants to break into smaller groups of two to three, then reconvene to discuss answers as a larger groupLead discussion on a variety of solutionsA 32 month old boy, George Michael, is having trouble following directions in class. Teachers report that he is throwing toys on the floor and running away when they approach him. What strategies could the teacher use to help George Michael follow directions and redirect him?  Conclusion:After observing the class, strategies suggested were to give George Michael more opportunities to be a “helper,” such as carrying a bag out to the playground, carrying plates to the table for lunch, bringing the toy box to circle time, etc. Each time he follows a direction or helps the teacher, make sure to give him a lot of praise! The ECI provider pointed out that when George Michael is exhibiting negative behaviors, he will look at the teachers to get a reaction from them. �Sometimes children crave attention and will get it however they can. In these situations, turn it around and give him a lot of opportunities to help, then make sure to give him positive attention and reinforcement. Eventually he will learn appropriate ways to get positive attention and negative behaviors will decrease. 



Creating an Inclusive 
Classroom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we will discuss strategies you can use in your classroom to create an inclusive learning environment. Once you’ve identified a developmental concern of a child in your care, it’s important that you take steps to ensure that your classroom environment is inclusive to their needs. �Children develop within an environment of relationships, which begins in the family but also involves other important adults, such as child care teachers.�Research demonstrates that children with developmental delays or disabilities who participate in inclusive early childhood programs make greater developmental progress than children enrolled in non-inclusive programs. Moreover, the benefits of inclusion extend beyond just the children with disabilities or delays.  Research also shows that typically developing children who attend inclusive early childhood programs have greater compassion and empathy and have a better understanding of diversity and disability as concepts.



Emotion Coaching

• Be aware 

• Listen and validate

• Help label

• Set limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Children’s social-emotional skills affect how they manage their emotions and relationships with people around them. Examples of social-emotional skills are managing anger and frustration in a healthy way, feeling bonded and attached to parents, and engaging with friends and siblings. Emotion Coaching is a strategy that helps children build social-emotional skills, understand their feelings, and respond in a healthy way. A few tips to implement Emotion Coaching in your classroom include: Become aware of a child’s emotions by observing patterns in their behavior. This will allow you to predict their response to activities or situations and better prepare.Listen and validate a child’s feelings to show that you respect how he or she feels. It’s important to take emotions seriously. Show that you understand how he or she is feeling by empathizing with the child. Avoid judging or criticizing emotions.Labeling emotions is the method of helping a child identify and name his or her emotions. When labeling emotions, identify the emotions the child is experiencing instead of telling him or her how to feel. Naming emotions helps soothe a child. You should set a good example by naming your own emotions and talking about them often. This helps children build a vocabulary for their feelings.Set limits on acceptable behavior to teach children how to respond appropriately to their emotions. For example, letting a child know it is ok to be upset about a situation, but it is not ok to yell or hit. Additionally, set a good example by reacting to situations in the same way you expect children to respond.



Reinforcing 
Positive Behavior 

• Establish predictable routines 

• Call attention to good attention 

• Highlight behaviors that matter

• Ensure opportunities for             
movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key principles of behavior management is reinforcing positive behavior to stop challenging behavior. A few strategies to reinforcement positive behavior in your classroom include: As child care teachers, you know that predictable routines and activities provide comfort and a sense of safety to young children. While young children may not be able to tell time, they do become accustomed to the cadence of a regular schedule. Be sure to keep your established schedule, and alert children when that schedule will be changed. When children know that story time will be followed by outdoor play, they may be more likely to sit quietly while their teacher reads. Recognize and call attention to positive behavior to encourage children to repeat the behavior. Oftentimes, when you highlight one child’s positive behavior, other children will copy the behavior. Speak clearly, simply, and often about behaviors that matter. “Reading time is quiet time.” “Take turns with favorite toys.” “Now is the time to listen and follow directions.” “Being helpful can make you and others feel happy.” Keep rules and expectations simple and remind children often when it’s time to follow them. Build in time for movement throughout the day. Young children typically have limited attention spans. Alternate between learning activities that require quiet, focused attention with activities for independent play and movement. 



• Look for patterns in 
behavior       

• Find out what motivates 
the child

• Work on building trust

Redirecting  Strategies

• Replace ‘No,’ ‘Don’t,’                                           
and ‘Stop’ with the 
behavior you want 

• Address a child at 
their level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A distracted child is missing important learning opportunities, so it’s important to identify when a child is distracted and respond properly. One of the best ways to engage a distracted child is to redirect them towards the behavior you want. A few redirections strategies you can use in your classroom include: Learn to identify when a child is distracted by observing patterns in their behavior. Consider how he or she reacts to environmental triggers that may be distracting like noises or people getting too close too quickly. Be prepared with strategies to redirect the child when they become distracted. Consider arranging activities or the environment to avoid the distracting triggers.  Find out what motivates a child who is often distracted. Incorporate his or her interests into learning activities or pair him or her with other children who share similar interests.Focus on building trusting relationships by establishing predictability. Routine is very important for a distracted child. Set the expectation early and be consistent in how you react to negative behavior. This will enable the distracted child to expect your response and build trust.Avoid saying ‘no’, ‘don’t’, and ‘stop.’ Replace them with the behavior you want. For instance, “Don’t run!” becomes, “Walk, please.” Get down to their level. Redirection has much more of an impact if you bend or kneel down and address a child at his or her level.  



Case Study 

Maeby: 
• 30 months 
• Difficulty sitting and 

following directions
• Does not respond when 

called on
• Disruptive at lunch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenters:You can use the Case Study learning checks in a variety of ways:Discuss the case study as a groupAsk participants to break into smaller groups of two to three, then reconvene to discuss answers as a larger groupLead discussion on a variety of solutionsA 30 month old girl, Maeby, has been attending a Montessori class for six months. Teacher is having a difficult time getting her to sit and follow directions. She reports that Maeby continuously runs around the room making loud sounds, and does not respond when her name is called or asked to line up. Maeby’s Early Intervention provider observed lunch time and noticed that she became very distressed when the teacher tried to get her to sit down to eat. What strategies could the teacher use to redirect Maeby and help her follow directions? Conclusion:Suggested strategies were to print three or four pictures for daily routines (such as lunch time, diaper change, line up, circle time), and to show them to Maeby a couple minutes before a transition. Maeby’s service provider explained that some children that have receptive communication delays are not able to understand verbal directions, so giving them a visual cue is helpful.  Another suggestion was for the teacher to give a direction, then place her hand over Maeby’s hand to help her follow it. For example, if it’s time to clean up, get at her eye level, give a short verbal command “clean up time,” wait five seconds, give the command again and take her hand to help her follow. Always give praise after helping her follow a direction. The ECI provider observed Maeby again a month later, and teacher was excited to report that she was able to clean up and line up when given the direction. For other routines, she is responding well to the picture cards. 



Review

1. Provided an overview of ECI services

2. Discussed typical developmental 
milestones and developmental red 
flags

3. Explored strategies for discussing 
concerns with parents 

4. Examined techniques to create an 
inclusive classroom

5. Reviewed best practices for                  
working with an ECI provider

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, we:Provided and overview of ECI servicesDiscussed typical child developmental milestones and developmental red flagsExplored strategies for discussing concerns with parents Examined techniques to create an inclusive classroom Reviewed best practices for working with an ECI provider in your classroom  



Information Resources
Division for Early Childhood (DEC)
https://www.dec-sped.org/resources

Texas Health and Human Services
Early Childhood Intervention 
hhs.texas.gov/eci

Learn the Signs. Act Early.
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/index.
html

Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP)
https://sites.ed.gov/idea/?src=policy-page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some additional resources you may find helpful:Division for Early Childhood (DEC) https://www.dec-sped.org/resources promotes policies and advances evidence-based practices that support families and enhance the optimal development of young children (0-8) who have or are at risk for developmental delays and disabilities. Their website provides resources, professional development, and information on their annual conference. Texas Health and Human Services Early Childhood Intervention hhs.texas.gov/eci provides resources, links, training, and the materials ordering system. Learn the Signs. Act Early. https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/index.html provides links, resources, and information on children birth to age five. From their website, you can download the Developmental Milestone Tracker app which provides interactive resources to track a child’s development. Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) https://sites.ed.gov/idea/?src=policy-page provides educational resources and information about the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). 

https://www.dec-sped.org/resources
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/index.html
https://sites.ed.gov/idea/?src=policy-page


ECI Materials and 
Publications
hhs.texas.gov/services/disability/early-childhood-
intervention-services/eci-outreach-materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECI offers our publications at no cost.  All publications are available in English and Spanish. The Serving Babies and Toddlers brochure provides a general overview about ECI and available services.  How’s Your Baby provides a developmental checklist that can be referenced by parents.  The ECI Growth Chart is a fun tool for parents to track their child’s growth. You can visit the ECI website, locate the materials ordering link and set up an account to place an order.  Note to presenter – you may want to suggest participants hang a Growth Chart in their classrooms.

https://admin.abcsignup.com/files/%7B07D0901F-86B6-4CD0-B7A2-908BF5F49EB0%7D_59/36992/ECI-value.pdf
https://admin.abcsignup.com/files/%7B07D0901F-86B6-4CD0-B7A2-908BF5F49EB0%7D_59/36992/ECI-value.pdf
https://hhs.texas.gov/services/disability/early-childhood-intervention-services/eci-outreach-materials


Thank you
Send an email to:

ECI_CEU@hhs.texas.gov
to request your survey link and certificate.
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